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INTRODUCTION
The introduction of targeted anticancer drugs and the use 

of these drugs in various combinations have broadly and 
substantially improved rates and durability of response to 

therapy; like blood cancers, many advanced solid cancers are 
now treated with multidrug combinations (in addition to 
surgery and radiation where applicable; refs. 1–3). For opti-
mal use of existing combination therapies and discovery of 
new ones, it is important to understand precisely why com-
bining some but not all drugs is successful. Contemporary 
clinical trial reports make few if any claims about mechanism 
of action, and most scientific understanding of combina-
tion cancer therapy derives from preclinical studies (in cell 
culture or mouse models)—often performed after a drug or 
combination is evaluated clinically. The theoretical rationale 
for combination therapy—as historically understood—derives 
from the heterogeneity of cancer (4). The explanation more 
commonly advanced today is drug synergy (1), and screening 
for synergy is the focus of many ongoing research programs 
(5–17). However, whereas pharmacologic synergy is well 
defined in the case of preclinical experiments, particularly in 
cell lines, it has no precise definition in the context of survival 
data collected in cancer clinical trials.

In this review, we discuss historical and contemporary 
perspectives on combination cancer therapy, particularly 
the hypothesis that combinations can be highly effective in 
patient populations in the absence of drug interaction (either 
additivity or synergy). The underlying mechanism in this case 
is independent drug action. We review evidence from trials 
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run by the founders of combination therapy, including the 
Acute Leukemia Group B (ALGB) and its chairs Emil Frei III 
and James Holland (18), that led to this hypothesis. We then 
review contemporary evidence collected from solid tumors 
that provides further support for this independent action in 
the context of targeted therapies and solid tumors. We close 
by describing an alternative framework for thinking about 
combination therapies and discuss its impact on future trials 
and preclinical mechanism-of-action studies.

This perspective does not call into question the results of 
any published randomized clinical trial (RCT), and it is not 
intended to guide clinical practice. It therefore differs from 
systematic reviews and meta-analyses (19, 20), the primary 
formats in which multiple clinical trials are compared retro-
spectively. The goal of a systematic review or meta-analyses 
is to guide clinical practice using scientific evidence, whereas 
this perspective primarily aims to inform the design of future 
trials and preclinical studies.

COMBINATION THERAPY AND CANCER 
HETEROGENEITY

The proteins targeted by anticancer drugs are commonly 
part of multicomponent mitogenic networks and drug resist-
ance pathways (acquired, adaptive, and innate; refs. 21–23). 
By analogy with synthetic lethality in genetic screens (24), the 
existence of parallel and converging molecular mechanisms 
in oncogenic and drug resistance networks provides a molec-
ular rationale for the use of combination therapy (25–27). 
These arguments also have historical antecedents in cytotoxic 
chemotherapies that target multiple metabolic pathways (28). 
Identifying examples of synergy has now become an explicit 
goal for preclinical development of combination therapies (5, 
6, 29–32). Clinically successful combination therapies are, in 
turn, often described as arising from synergy and explained in 
terms of activity against overlapping response and resistance 
networks (33–35).

Intra- and intertumor heterogeneity is evident at the level 
of genetics, histology, and disease progression, and single-cell 
sequencing has revealed rapid and diverse cancer genome 
evolution in response to therapy (36, 37). Moreover, heteroge-
neity and evolvability, via genetic or nongenetic mechanisms, 
are two of the greatest obstacles to the successful treatment 
of cancers. Variability in drug response is observed in clinical 
trials of even highly successful precision therapies that target 
mutant or amplified oncogenes (the drugs that are ideal 
Ehrlich “magic bullets”; ref. 38). For example, fewer than half 
of biomarker-positive patients respond initially to trastu-
zumab (Herceptin) in HER2-overexpressing breast cancers or 
to MEK/BRAF inhibitors in BRAFV600E/K-mutant melanomas 
(39, 40). However, such responses can be of sufficient mag-
nitude in the patients in whom they occur to make trastu-
zumab and MEK/BRAF inhibitors practice-changing (41, 42). 
Studies in genetically homogeneous mouse models of cancer 
suggest that, were all cancers biologically similar (and tumor 
evolution relatively limited), a single therapeutic vulnerability 
might be sufficient for tumor eradication. However, het-
erogeneity among cells within a single human cancer com-
monly promotes drug resistance and disease progression, and 
heterogeneity between cancers limits clinically meaningful 

responses (with rare exception) to a subset of patients. The 
molecular origins of variability could include patient-to-
patient (or tumor-to-tumor) differences in cancer cell genet-
ics, drug pharmacokinetics, or patient immune function 
(43). Among these possibilities, patient-specific differences 
in pharmacokinetics remain the least studied or understood.

Since some of the earliest preclinical (mouse model; ref. 44) 
and clinical (45) studies of chemotherapies, combination 
therapy has been understood as a way of addressing intra- and 
intertumor heterogeneity, whatever its origins. Whereas a sin-
gle drug might not be effective in killing every cancer cell in a 
heterogeneous tumor, drug combinations have the potential 
to kill different subsets of cells, improving the likelihood and 
durability of response (46). Indeed, this logic applies to anti-
bacterial and antiviral drug combinations (47–50), and the 
ability of combination therapy to cure tuberculosis inspired 
early studies on combination cancer therapy (51). The same 
reasoning also applies to interpatient heterogeneity: any sin-
gle therapy will not be effective in every patient, but combina-
tion therapies provide patients with several opportunities for 
a clinically meaningful response.

Here, we focus on the role that interpatient heterogeneity 
has on the effectiveness of combination therapies. We revisit 
historical theories in light of contemporary clinical trial data 
and a molecular understanding of cancer and discuss the 
implications for the modern concept of precision medicine. 
In particular, we review evidence that many combination 
therapies used for solid tumors, including all combination 
therapies with immune checkpoint inhibitors reported up 
to early 2020 (52), provide a benefit to a patient population 
equal to that expected from independent drug action. In 
this case, different patients benefit from the independent 
activities of different drugs (exhibiting “highest single-agent” 
response), without enhanced drug activity from the other 
constituents of the combination (either additive or syner-
gistic pharmacologic interaction). Because patients exhibit 
differences in response, some patients benefit from one drug 
and others from a different drug, increasing response rates 
in the population as a whole. We describe how such a benefit 
can be quantified and discuss how independent drug action 
can be used to predict the likely benefit of new combinations 
(53). We also discuss why independent action is not sufficient 
to explain curative regimens for lymphoma, leukemia, and 
germ-cell tumors; in these cases, drugs exhibit additivity (54). 
We close by discussing how increasing the precision of cancer 
therapy may allow us to realize the substantial benefits of 
pharmacologic interactions.

HISTORICAL CLINICAL EVIDENCE FOR  
BET-HEDGING BY COMBINATIONS OF 
CANCER THERAPIES

Sidney Farber’s 1948 report that aminopterin induced tem-
porary remissions in a fraction of children with acute lym-
phocytic leukemia (ALL; ref.  55) was the first demonstration 
of a successful cancer chemotherapy. Achieving any degree of 
cancer control in these patients was remarkable at the time, 
but two limitations were immediately evident, each of which 
arose from heterogeneity in drug response. First, only a subset 
of patients with disease responded to therapy. Second, among 
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responders, remissions were temporary, with a duration of 
around three months, consistent with the hypothesis that some 
cancer cells survived therapy and caused recurrent disease. For-
tunately, childhood ALL was subsequently found to be respon-
sive to multiple chemotherapies having different mechanisms 
of action and lacking cross-resistance, which allowed the ALGB 
[today Cancer and Leukemia Group B (CALGB); ref.  18] to 
develop an increasingly effective series of multidrug regimens.

In a 1961 clinical trial on ALL by the ALGB, Frei and col-
leagues (45) compared sequential monotherapy with com-
bination therapy and identified pharmacologic principles 
that remain relevant today. ALGB “Protocol 2” randomized 
patients to either 6-mercaptopurine (6MP) combined with 
methotrexate (MTX) or sequential monotherapy with the 
same agents—switching from one agent to the other when the 
first failed. Sequential treatment made it possible to compare 
each of 74 individual patient responses to the first therapy 
(6MP or MTX) with the responses of the same patients to 
the second (MTX or 6MP, respectively; Fig. 1). It was found 
that responses of patients (partial or complete remission) to 
the first and second stages of therapy were not correlated, 
and remission rates were not significantly different between 
the first and second phases of treatment. Frei and colleagues 
(45) concluded that MTX and 6MP exhibited neither “cross-
resistance” nor “collateral sensitivity.”

In addition, no difference in survival was observed among 
the sequential and combination therapy arms (42% or 44% 
complete remission with sequential therapy as compared 
with 44% with simultaneous combination therapy). Thus, 
patients treated with combination therapy effectively had 
two unbiased chances of responding to one of the two agents 
(Fig. 1). The probability of responding to either of two agents 
present in a combination individually having probabilities PA 
and PB was calculated by Frei and colleagues as:

 P P P PAB A B A� � � �� �1  (A)

That is, the probability of responding to the combination, 
PAB is the sum of the probability of response from drug A (PA) 
and probability of response from drug B in patients who did 
not respond to drug A ((1 – PA)  ×  PB). This calculation was 
found to be accurate to within 1% of observed response rates, 
which excluded the possibility that therapies each became 
more effective when used in combination (that is, that PA, 
PB became larger, as expected for pharmacologic interaction; 
ref.  45). A scenario in which individual drug efficacies (PA, 
PB) do not change when combined was described by Frei and 
colleagues (45) as independent drug action (Box 1), and was 
subsequently observed for multiple drug pairs for ALL (56).

The ALGB’s insights into independent action in ALL came 
from a comparison of sequential monotherapy with com-
bination therapy, but such trials are uncommon in solid 
cancers. A notable exception is the 2003 trial (E1193; ref. 57) 
by the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG), which 
randomized patients with metastatic breast cancer to either 
doxorubicin plus paclitaxel, or sequential monotherapy with 
the same agents. Patients treated with the combination expe-
rienced a higher rate of response (complete or partial reduc-
tion in lesion size; ref.  58) than those treated with a single 
drug, but no differences in overall survival were observed 

between arms in which the drugs were given sequentially 
or simultaneously. Echoing Emil Frei’s conclusion 40 years 
prior, Sledge and colleagues interpreted E1193 as show-
ing that different patients respond best to different drugs 
and the “composite response rate” of two therapies given 
sequentially (calculated as 49%) approximated that of the 
simultaneous combination (47%; ref. 57). As a result of this 
trial, sequential mono therapy remains the internationally 
recognized approach to chemotherapy for metastatic breast 
cancer. Sequential therapy can, in principle, deliver the same 
therapeutic benefit as a combination with less toxicity and 
higher quality of life, provided that patients are able to receive 
the second therapy and the therapies are not cross-resistant 
(59–61). Sequential therapy is not appropriate when there 
is an urgent need for tumor control or for cancers where 
progressing patients may be too ill for a second line: use of 
up-front combination therapy allows the benefits of multiple 
drugs to be realized immediately (59).

What general lessons emerge from these studies? First, 
trials with drugs administered sequentially clearly show that 
different patients respond best to different drugs. Second, 
because of patient-to-patient variability, combinations of 
individually active therapies can increase the number of 
positive responses overall simply by providing several oppor-
tunities for benefit from monotherapies. Because it was not 
possible then, nor is it possible now, to predict which drug 
will be superior at the level of an individual patient, using 
combination therapy provides a therapeutic advantage in 
the form of “bet-hedging.” Third, when it is observed in a 
clinical trial that a population of patients responds better to 
combination therapy A + B as compared with monotherapies 
A or B given individually, it is not necessarily true that any 
individual patient will experience a superior response to the 
two drugs given together. As discussed below, data from a 
limited number of sequential human trials as well as patient-
derived xenograft (PDX) studies involving panels of mice 
carrying PDXs make it possible to compare drug responses 
at the level of individual patients. These data confirm that 
drug combinations can improve outcomes in solid tumors 
without any pharmacologic interaction. Thus, the clinical 
superiority of a combination therapy does not demonstrate 
(or require) synergistic or additive interaction among the 
constituent drugs.

ASSESSING THE ROLE OF SYNERGY, 
ADDITIVITY, AND INDEPENDENT ACTION  
IN THE LAB AND THE CLINIC

Drug “additivity” and “synergy” have rigorous definitions 
for preclinical experiments used to inform—or at least ration-
alize—which combinations proceed to clinical trials (Box 1; 
ref.  62). Pharmacologic interaction among two drugs was 
evaluated using isobologram analysis as early as 1872 (63) 
and defined mathematically in 1928 (64). As described by 
Loewe, two (equipotent) drugs are additive if combining a 
half-dose of each drug is as effective as a full dose of one 
drug; the drugs are synergistic if the effect is greater than 
additivity (this is often quantified by the combination index). 
Synergy is therefore assessed against a null hypothesis of 
additivity. In “Bliss Independence,” the expected effect of 
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noninteracting drugs or toxins (the null model) is computed 
by assuming that each drug has a statistically independent 
chance of killing a target cell or organism; for example, if each 
of two drugs kills 90% of cancer cells alone, Bliss Independ-
ence predicts that the combination will kill 99% of cancer 
cells (that is, 10% of 10% survive). Synergy is demonstrated 
when this level of killing is exceeded. For a more thorough 
discussion of drug interactions in preclinical studies, see 

reviews by Foucquier and Guedj (65) and Twarog and col-
leagues (66) as well as extensions to pharmacodynamic (67) 
and toxicologic (68) interactions. Meyer and colleagues (69) 
have recently proposed an elegant reconciliation of different 
definitions of additivity and synergy.

Drug additivity, synergy, and antagonism are evaluated 
using measures of potency (e.g., IC50) and efficacy (e.g., frac-
tional cell kill) from dose–response measurements that are 

Sequential monotherapy

Methotrexate

27% Complete remission

44% Complete remission

42% Complete remission

44% Complete remission

Expected = 1 – (1 –  Complete remission rate, methotrexate) × (1 – Complete remission rate, 6-mercaptopurine)
                 = 1 – (1 – 17/74) × (1 – 21/74) = 45%

Legend: Complete remission Partial remission

No remissionComplete remission from methotrexate

Complete remission from 6-mercaptopurine

33% Complete remission

41 patients

33 patients
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Figure 1.  The earliest clinical trials of combination cancer therapy found that therapeutic benefit was due to independent drug action. Clinical trials of drug 
combinations for ALL repeatedly observed that a model of independent drug action could accurately explain the superior remission rates achieved by drug com-
binations (45, 56). In this example from 1961, trial arms evaluating sequential monotherapy found that MTX and 6MP were not cross-resistant (no correlation 
in response), and that the proportion of patients experiencing a complete remission was identical whether the drugs were given sequentially or concurrently in a 
combination. Furthermore, the complete remission rate of the combination therapy was consistent with that expected from independent drug action.
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common only in preclinical settings (Box 1). As yet, no 
rigorous definition exists for drug synergy using survival or 
other data commonly obtained from patients in oncology 
trials. This reflects the fact that sufficiently resolved dose–
response data are rarely available from human trials. It is 
also noteworthy that assessing pharmacologic interaction 
using laboratory data is more complex than the definitions 
in Box 1 imply, in part due to experimental noise and in part 
because dose–response data vary in parameters other than 
IC50 (e.g., maximum effect and slope of the dose–response 
curve; ref. 70).

Regardless of which null model is used, a drug combina-
tion exhibiting synergy allows the same level of efficacy to 
be achieved at lower drug doses (or superior efficacy to be 
achieved with the same doses) as compared with an addi-
tive combination, and is therefore desirable (2). In principle, 
an efficacious drug combination exhibiting strong synergy 
could be achieved using individual agents that are inactive 
individually. Retrospective analysis has shown, however, that 
high single-agent activity is usually associated with good 
activity in a combination (71). Moreover, if two drugs are each 
highly effective, a combination can be weaker than additive 
and still provide a substantial level of benefit (Fig. 2A). This 
is particularly true when patients vary in their responses to 
the agents individually. This observation motivates a defini-
tion of drug interaction first explored by Gaddum in 1940, 
developed by Frei, and now known as “independent drug 
action” (or “Frei Independence” to distinguish it from Bliss 
Independence; Box 1).

Independent drug action is the benefit provided by a 
combination when the effect is equal to the stronger of the 
effects of the two drugs considered individually (72). In this 
case, neither additivity nor synergy is present at the level of 
individual tumor (or patient in the case of survival data), 
and responses are scored as though the less effective agent 
is neither present nor active (Fig. 2A). The key insight is that 
the most effective single agent typically varies across patients, 
and thus drug independence can be sufficient for a combina-
tion to provide substantial clinical benefit: some patients 
benefit from one drug and others from a different drug in 
the combination (because we do not know this information 
a priori, this is a bet-hedging approach). The level of efficacy 
observed for a drug combination exhibiting independent 

action is therefore less than the null model for either Loewe 
additivity or Bliss Independence. Independent action is of 
interest only when response is measured in a heterogeneous 
population of samples, as in a human clinical trial or a panel 
of PDXs (73, 74).

Drug synergy evaluated by either Loewe or Bliss criteria 
is most commonly assessed in cell lines and sometimes in 
animal models. However, translating simple mathematical 
formulations of additivity and synergy into reliable experi-
mental methodologies to detect these mechanisms is not 
straightforward even in cell lines, and a series of papers dating 
back to at least 1977 (65) has raised concerns about the wide-
spread misuse of experiments and definitions associated with 
this terminology. All too often, “synergy” is used as a substi-
tute for “more active” in cell line studies, and there is reason 
to approach the concept with caution even in preclinical  
studies (75).

Measuring Loewe additivity or Bliss Independence in 
patients is generally impossible because dose–response 
measurements comparing monotherapy and combination 
therapy are required (76). Were it possible to dose a popula-
tion of patients with varying levels of a drug (as in a phase 
I trial, for example), differences in pharmacokinetics would 
mean that the effective drug concentration in each patient’s 
tumor would be unknown. In a population of patients, 
interpreting responses to combination therapy is even more 
challenging, as each patient is likely to experience different 
magnitudes of antitumor efficacy from different thera-
pies (Fig.  2A and B). Thus, any single patient’s response 
to a combination therapy will have competing explana-
tions in terms of best single-agent response, additivity, or  
synergy (Fig. 2A).

INDEPENDENT ACTION EXPLAINS THE 
CLINICAL ACTIVITY OF MANY DRUG 
COMBINATIONS

In contrast to a Loewe or Bliss null, evaluating the null 
model of independent drug action is straightforward using 
data from RCTs. When this model is exceeded, either addi-
tivity or synergy is present, and these cannot currently 
be distinguished. Estimating the magnitude of independ-
ent action in the precomputing era of 1960s oncology, 

• “Bliss Independence” is a null model for efficacy 
based on the statistically independent probability of 
a drug-induced death; if a combination exceeds the 
expected level of cytotoxicity, the drugs are judged to 
be synergistic.

• “Loewe Additivity” is a null model for potency based on 
a principle of “dose equivalence.” For example, drugs are 
additive if combining half the IC50 of drug A and half the 
IC50 of drug B also achieves a 50% effect; this principle 
applies to any threshold of effect, e.g., IC90. A drug 
combination is synergistic if it is more potent than the 
null model of additivity.

• Independent drug action—“Frei Independence”—is a 
null model for progression-free survival (PFS) in clinical 
trials. It assumes that PFS for each patient is equal to 
the longer of the two possible PFS times conferred 
by one or the other drug (see Box 2 for details). 
Combinations whose activity equals that expected from 
independent action are neither additive nor synergistic: 
the effect is the “highest single agent” per patient. 
Because of interpatient variability in drug response, 
combination therapy can confer substantial benefit, 
relative to monotherapy, via independent drug action 
and “bet-hedging.”

BOX 1: DEFINITIONS OF SYNERGY, ADDITIVITY, AND INDEPENDENT ACTION BY  
COMBINATION THERAPIES
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A Observed responses in single patient can have multiple explanations

B Patient-to-patient heterogeneity obscures basis of response in clinical data
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Figure 2.  The basis for combinatorial efficacy is difficult to discern in clinical trial data because of patient heterogeneity in single-drug response.  
A, Clinical benefit from combination therapy can be mediated both by high single-agent efficacy (enabling many log-kills of tumor cells) and by combined 
effects that could be affected by positive or negative pharmacologic interactions (additive, synergistic, or antagonistic). The observation that a combina-
tion response in a single patient is superior to the population median single-drug response could therefore have multiple possible explanations. B, Patient 
responses to a single therapy are heterogeneous across a population. Variation in drug response among patients makes it challenging to understand the 
precise nature of drug interaction across a population. It is therefore necessary to formulate appropriate null models and then determine whether the 
data in aggregate exceed the predictions of the null model. Note that this scenario is purely illustrative because current technology does not make it 
possible to observe single-drug effects in individual patients who are treated with combination therapy.
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as undertaken by Frei and others (56), involved rates of 
response but did not consider time-series survival data or 
correlation (ρ) in the probabilities of response [Box 2; Eq.  
(B)]; such correlations can arise from shared mechanism, 
cross-resistance, or prognostic factors. Today, independent 
action is evaluated using a simple algorithm whose inputs 
are the clinically observed distributions of responses to each 
of two treatments given individually, commonly progression- 
free survival (PFS) from Kaplan–Meier survival curves and 
an estimate of correlation in response [Box 2; Eqs. (C) 
and (D)]. Computing this null model is most conveniently 
implemented as the computational procedure shown in 
Supplementary Fig.  S1. This procedure provides another 
way of thinking about independence: for each of a series of 
simulated patients, a response to therapy A and to therapy B 
is chosen at random from a joint distribution of PFS values, 
constructed from PA(t), PB(t), and the correlation in response 
ρ. Then, the better of the two responses for each simulated 
patient to either drug A or B is selected under the assumption 
that the less effective drug does not enhance response to the 
more effective drug. Because empirical survival data are used 
to compute the magnitude of independent action, the affect of 
prognostic factors, tumor heterogeneity, and time-dependent 
treatment effects is accounted for to the same extent as in 
monotherapy data from the original phase III trials.

The null model for independent drug action is applicable 
to a population of patients, or potentially to animal models 
(e.g., panels of diverse PDX tumors; refs. 73, 74), when indi-
viduals differ in response. If all individuals had the same 
drug sensitivities, independent drug action would predict no 
benefit relative to monotherapy. Benefit from independent 
action also requires that drugs be active as monotherapies, 
at least in some patients. A complication in determining if a 
particular drug combination exhibits benefit consistent with 
or exceeding drug independence is that efficacy data must be 
available for the constituent monotherapies at the same dos-
age, ideally from the same trial or one with closely matched 
patient characteristics.

The correlation in drug responses [ρ in Eqs. (C) and (D)] 
is the only parameter in these calculations. Clinical trials 
of sequential therapy and studies with PDX panels provide 

an opportunity to estimate this value. For example, Fig.  3A 
and B show data from a study by Gao and colleagues (73) 
of approximately 1,000 PDXs from 277 patients and six dif-
ferent types of tumors exposed to one of 62 different mono-
therapies or combination therapies (73, 74). For each type of 
therapy, 30 to 40 different human tumors were propagated 
in mice and exposed to drugs individually or in combina-
tion, and response duration was measured. The data show 
that only a subset of tumors responds strongly to a single 
drug and even fewer respond strongly to both drugs. How-
ever, tumors responding poorly to one drug (e.g., the green 
bars at the top of each graph) frequently exhibited strong 
responses to the other drug (depicted in magenta), so that 
animals receiving both drugs are predicted to benefit from 
a combination simply because they have two chances at a 
substantial monotherapy response; this is the essence of inde-
pendent action. Figure 3C shows that the same reasoning can 
be applied to human patients receiving sequential therapy 
with pemetrexed and crizotinib for ALK-positive non–small 
cell lung cancer (77). Correlation values used to compute 
the magnitude of independent action can be estimated from 
these data and vary from Spearman ρ of 0.1 to 0.5 for mecha-
nistically dissimilar drugs (e.g., cytotoxic agents vs. oncogene 
inhibitors), up to ≈ 0.7 for drugs with related targets (e.g., 
inhibitors of signaling kinases). Data from sequential human 
clinical trials are consistent with low correlations between 
dissimilar drugs, and ranges for benefits attributable to inde-
pendent action have been found to lie within the range of 
ρ = 0.3 ± 0.2 (52, 74). Because responses are correlated to this 
degree, as opposed to truly independent in a statistical sense, 
the term “independent action” refers to pharmacologic, not 
statistical, independence (72).

It is currently possible to evaluate the magnitude of inde-
pendent action using PFS data for a total of 21 published 
phase III clinical trial combination results (the great major-
ity of which led to FDA approvals), including 13 recent 
trials involving immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI), which 
in aggregate involve 11 types of advanced solid cancers. 
The key requirement for such an evaluation is the avail-
ability of sufficient data on responsiveness to monothera-
pies. Roughly three quarters of approved combinations 

• In the simple case in which responses to drugs A and B 
are not correlated, the expected PFS at time t from A + B 
combination therapy is calculated similarly to Eq. (A):

 P t P t P t P tAB A B A� � � � � � � �� � �� �1�  (B)

• Eq. (B) shows that the probability of tumor control, or 
PFS, from the combination (PAB(t)) is the sum of the 
probability of tumor control by drug A (PA(t)) and the 
probability of tumor control by drug B if drug A fails 
(PB(t) × (1 – PA(t))). Here, “independence” means that the 
activity of drug A (PA(t)) does not change the activity of 
drug B (PB(t)) or vice versa.

• Drug responses are often partially correlated (partially 
cross-resistant; ref. 74). To account for this, Eq. (B) is 
extended with a correlation coefficient ρ:

 P t P t P t P tAB A B A� � � � � � � �� � �� � � � �1 1� � �  (C)

where A is the more effective of the two drugs. When  
ρ = 0 (no cross-resistance), Eqs. (B) and (C) are the 
same, and the benefit of independence is maximized. 
When ρ = 1, the drugs are completely cross-resistant, 
and the less active drug provides no additional benefit.

• Chen and colleagues (53) recently derived a version of 
this equation that is symmetric for drugs A and B:

 
P t P t P t P t P t

P t P t P t P
AB A B A B

A A B

� � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � �� � �� � � � ��

�

� � �� 1 1 BB t� �� �  (D)

BOX 2: THE INDEPENDENT DRUG ACTION MODEL
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analyzed, including all combinations involving ICIs, exhibit 
clinical activity very close to that predicted by independ-
ent action (Fig. 4A and B; Pearson r = 0.98, P < 10–8, n = 21 
comparisons; data from 13,689 patients in 38 clinical tri-
als; refs. 52, 74). These conclusions are supported in bio-
marker-stratified and nonstratified RCTs across a variety 
of advanced cancers (cancers of the lung, breast, skin, head 
and neck, ovary, pancreas, stomach, and kidney) and treat-
ment modalities (including chemotherapies, molecularly 
targeted therapies, and ICIs).

Similar approaches have recently been used to estimate 
the magnitude of independent action using overall response 
rate (ORR) data from 98 early trials (primarily phase I and II) 
performed by Merck & Co. on combination therapies involv-
ing ICIs (78, 79). The Merck group found that independent 
drug action was also sufficient to explain response rates 
observed for the majority of drug combinations in this data 
set (Fig. 4C; Pearson r = 0.84, P < 10–26, n = 100 comparisons). 
Unfortunately, for some standard-of-care combination thera-
pies, it is not currently possible to assess the magnitude of 
either drug independence or synergy: most commonly, the 
efficacy of at least one drug has not been measured in the 
appropriate patient population at the appropriate dose for 
a formal comparison with the combination. It is also unfor-
tunate that there exist relatively few phase III trials involving 
multiple targeted agents for which preclinical research has 
provided molecular hypotheses about expected mechanistic 
interactions. However, the fact that the independent action 
model can only rarely be rejected when analysis of suitable 
RCTs is possible implies that it is not reasonable to presume 
synergy whenever data are lacking.

The most effective drug combinations in oncology have 
historically been those that combine active single agents (71), 
particularly those having nonoverlapping mechanisms of 
drug resistance (28, 80). In these cases, calculation of inde-
pendence provides a quantitively accurate explanation for dis-
ease-specific differences in observed activity. For example, in 
advanced non–small cell lung cancer, ICIs and chemotherapy 

(81, 82) are active as single agents and are superior in a com-
bination. Similarly, ICIs and multitargeted receptor tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors are effective in advanced renal cancer, and 
a combination of the two is superior to either one alone (83, 
84). Benefit from independent drug action is possible only 
when both agents in a combination are active. The magnitude 
of this benefit falls as cross-resistance (correlation) between 
drugs increases (Box 2). In this regard, it is important to note 
that “no single-agent activity” has two different meanings in 
the clinical setting. The first meaning is that an agent truly 
has no measurable ability to shrink tumors or delay pro-
gression, and the second is that a drug has some antitumor 
activity, but it is insufficient for approval as a single agent 
(typically this means the new drug is inferior to standard 
of care). Very few approved combination therapies contain 
drugs in the first category, whereas many successful combina-
tion therapies contain a drug in the second category, which 
is expected according to independent drug action. Ambiguity 
about the meaning of “no single-agent activity” has contrib-
uted to the erroneous perception that synergy is commonly 
observed in clinical trial data.

Conversely, among trials analyzed to date, independent 
action is most commonly exceeded when at least one drug is 
relatively inactive on its own; this is the case in the metastatic 
setting for combinations involving bevacizumab, which tar-
gets VEGF and appears to enhance the effects of chemothera-
pies by affecting tumor vasculature (ref. 85; Fig. 4). 

Two notable cases of coinhibiting one pathway exhibit 
synergistic (supra-additive) interaction, because at least one 
agent is devoid of single-agent activity in the given disease 
but improves the activity of a combination. The first is fluo-
rouracil plus leucovorin (86), which is approved in many 
indications, and the second is EGFR plus BRAF inhibition for 
BRAF-mutant colorectal cancer (ref. 87; these effects are not 
quantified in Fig. 4 due to lack of monotherapy data). These 
examples demonstrate that synergy does not ensure high 
response rates, and analysis of 18 approved combinations 
involving one agent with limited activity (~40% being VEGF 
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Figure 3.  Different cancer drugs benefit different patients in a population. Responses to different single drugs can be measured in the same tumor 
(as duration of PFS) through PDXs (A and B; ref. 73) or human patients (C) treated with sequential monotherapy (77). None of these drug pairs have a 
statistically significant correlation in response duration (as determined by a Spearman rank test). Patients and xenografts are sorted based on response 
to the single agent depicted in green.
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A Inferred mechanisms of drug combinations from clinical trial data
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Figure 4.  Independent drug action explains the survival benefit of many drug combinations. A, Combination therapies with efficacy equal to or greater 
than independent action simulations, based on analysis of clinical trial PFS data (52, 74). Parentheses denote combinations tested as a single arm of a 
clinical trial. GEJ, gastroesophageal junction; NSCLC, non–small cell lung cancer; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer. B, Observed combination PFS at 12 
months (mostly from phase III clinical trials) correlates with 12-month PFS estimated by independent action simulations (n = 21 combinations). Note that 
differences from the independent action predictions (black or purple color) were calculated using longitudinal data over the total trial length. C, Observed 
combination ORR (mostly from phase I and II trials) correlates with ORR estimated by independent action (n = 100 combinations; ref. 78).

inhibitors; ref.  71) has found that median overall survival 
increased only by ~1.6 months.

Whether coinhibition of one pathway or even a single 
target (e.g., a small-molecule and biological drug against 
the same protein) is more likely to result in supra-additive 
efficacy than drugs inhibiting multiple pathways is not 
yet known. Regardless, synergy is not guaranteed: combi-
nations of antibacterial drugs targeting a single protein 
complex, the ribosome, have been shown to exhibit synergy, 
no interaction (independence), and even antagonism (88). 
Pathway-specific models are needed to understand such 
effects, and additional mechanistic analysis could help us 
understand what principles distinguish independence from 
interaction in these scenarios. Higher-order drug combina-
tions can also provide benefit using a mixture of effects, 
including independent action against different targets and 
pharmacologic interaction for one target or pathway. For 
example, the triplet combination of trastuzumab, pertu-
zumab, and docetaxel (two HER2 antibodies and a micro-
tubule inhibitor) may confer benefit by both “bet-hedging” 
and pharmacologic interaction (74). Whether interacting or 
independent, it is nevertheless the case that combinations of 
inactive agents rarely succeed in the clinic, which is cause for 
caution in the development of agents that lack single-agent 
antitumor effect.

Some combination therapies that have been tested in RCTs 
exhibit activity less than predicted by independence (52). 
This could arise because drugs are strongly cross-resistant, 
such that patients nonresponsive to therapy A almost never 
benefit from therapy B. Alternatively, the drugs could have a 
strong antagonistic interaction, which can render a combina-
tion less active than monotherapy (89). A third possibility is 
that the combination induces adverse side effects that either 
worsen patient survival directly or require dose reductions 
or interruptions. In the latter case, the use of lower doses of 
each drug results in a weaker antitumor effect than full-dose 
monotherapy. This appears to explain the underperformance 
of dabrafenib plus trametinib plus pembrolizumab in the 
treatment of metastatic BRAF-mutant melanoma; the man-
agement of adverse effects necessitated dose reduction or 
interruption in nearly all patients (90, 91).

In summary, the available evidence provides strong sup-
port for independent action as the mechanism underlying 
the majority of approved combination therapies for advanced 
cancers as well as many combinations in current development. 
“Bet-hedging” is therefore an effective strategy for increasing 
ORRs in a heterogeneous population of patients, precisely 
as the ALGB first observed in 1961 (45). Merck investigators 
have recently suggested that the ability of independent action 
to estimate the outcomes of future combination trials will be 
particularly valuable for ICIs (78), because more than 3,000 ICI 

trials are currently under way, and historical experience sug-
gests that many will fail (based on data in ClinicalTrials.gov).

THE ROLE OF DRUG ADDITIVITY IN 
CURATIVE COMBINATION THERAPIES

In multiple hematologic malignancies, it is possible to 
administer combination therapies that achieve long-lasting 
responses and even cures. Independent drug action is inad-
equate as an explanation for such therapies. The classic “frac-
tional kill hypothesis,” as well as recent preclinical experiments 
(54), suggests that drug additivity but not synergy is involved in 
cures. For example, the five-drug R-CHOP regimen cures most 
patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) and is 
strictly additive (or even slightly antagonistic) in cell lines by 
both Loewe and Bliss criteria, as demonstrated by clone-tracing 
experiments that measure a 106-fold range of tumor cell killing 
(54); a similar conclusion is supported by murine models of 
B-cell lymphoma (25). The mechanistic basis for curative thera-
pies for advanced cancers, which remain largely restricted to che-
mosensitive liquid tumors and a small number of solid tumors, 
involves a high degree of cell killing through the use of multiple 
drugs, each potent on its own in the majority of patients and  
having low cross-resistance. Intratumor heterogeneity and 
tumor evolution are a still a challenge in these therapies,  
and it appears that many tumors are initially resistant to one 
or more drugs that make up the combination (Fig. 5A). Resist-
ance is also acquired in the course of therapy. However, when 
cross-resistance is low, the likelihood that a single resistance 
mechanism will cause multiple drugs to be ineffective initially 
is correspondingly low. When the components of a combina-
tion are each highly effective (e.g.,  >99% tumor cell killing 
each), additivity results in many-orders-of-magnitude improve-
ments in fractional cell kill (Fig. 5B). Hematologic oncologists 
have long been taught (4) that drug additivity of this type is 
responsible for the efficacy of curative combination therapies, 
and recent evidence supports this interpretation (54). The frac-
tional kill of individual therapies (illustrated as arrow length 
in Fig. 5) will depend on the chemosensitivity of a given cancer 
type, and may explain why some curative regimens involve five 
to eight therapies, whereas germ-cell tumors can often be cured 
with fewer therapies [e.g., the bleomycin, etoposide, and cispl-
atin (BEP) combination for testicular cancer; ref. 92].

SEQUENTIAL, CONCURRENT, AND 
BIOMARKER-GUIDED COMBINATION 
THERAPY TO ADDRESS INTERPATIENT 
HETEROGENEITY IN ADVANCED CANCERS

Many advanced solid malignancies are more difficult to 
treat than blood cancers, and response rates to single drugs 
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are typically lower than in hematologic malignancies. Low 
response rates alone are a reason to expect that drug additiv-
ity will be less often observed in solid tumors, because few 
patients will experience strong responses to multiple agents 
(Fig. 5C). These are the scenarios in which independent drug 
action is expected to provide the greatest benefit relative to 
monotherapy: even if additivity is possible with these drugs, 
it would be limited to too few “doubly responsive” patients to 
substantially affect survival in a trial arm (Fig. 5D).

There are two main therapeutic strategies for exploiting 
independently acting combinations in the clinic (Fig. 6A): (i) 
concurrent combination therapy (commonly used for new 
drug approvals, for example, Checkmate 067 for ipilimumab 
and nivolumab in advanced melanoma, ref. 93; and the 
combinations shown in Fig.  4B and C), and (ii) sequential 
administration of different single agents, switching on a pre-
determined schedule or on evidence of disease progression 

(e.g., ECOG 1193 showing benefit of sequential chemother-
apy in metastatic breast cancer, ref. 57; a strategy described in 
detail below). Because benefit consistent with independence 
assumes that each patient benefits from the best mono-
therapy, the efficacy conferred by concurrent or sequentially 
administered combinations could in principle be matched by 
a third strategy: treating each patient with the therapies most 
likely to be active in that specific patient (Fig. 6B). This strat-
egy could use biomarkers predictive of therapeutic response, 
such that combination therapy A + B is restricted to patients 
predicted to benefit from both drugs (standard therapy A 
alone would be assigned to patients whose biomarker status 
predicts no benefit from B, as in KEYNOTE-355 with pem-
brolizumab and chemotherapy combined for PD-L1–positive 
advanced triple-negative breast cancer; ref. 94). A variant of 
this approach is to start all patients on A + B and then use 
pharmacodynamic biomarkers to measure response at a 
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Figure 5.  Clinical context affects the prevalence of benefit from drug additivity or from bet-hedging via independent action. A, In chemosensitive can-
cers treated with high-order combinations (e.g., DLBCL), multiple agents are typically active per patient, although to varying extents. B, Additive interac-
tions among many highly active therapies are sufficient for strong tumor response and cure. C, In many solid tumors, single therapies have low response 
rates and heterogeneous effects. Low single-drug response rates imply that few patients are highly responsive to multiple therapies. D, Bet-hedging 
confers substantial advantage in solid tumors without the need for drug interaction. Additivity or synergy may arise in some patients but are statistically 
expected to be uncommon, or small in effect because one therapy is usually the principal contributor to tumor response (e.g., patient 6).
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molecular level; the inactive agent could then be withdrawn 
and the dose of the active agent increased or a new drug 
introduced (Fig. 6B). These approaches have a critical limi-
tation: we currently lack the biomarkers to make accurate 
treatment assignments at the level of individual patients. 
A corollary of independent action is that, were response 
biomarkers available, benefit could be increased using exist-
ing drugs. On the basis of data from PDX panels in which 
drug additivity or synergy is occasionally demonstrable (73, 
95), the magnitude of improvement relative to independent 
action could be dramatic and might even extend to cures (as 
in Fig. 5B).

IS IDENTIFYING THE MECHANISMS 
UNDERLYING SUCCESSFUL COMBINATION 
THERAPY IMPORTANT?

The distinction between independent action and addi-
tivity or synergy is not simply semantic and has profound 

implications for improving patient care with existing drug 
combinations and for developing new and improved combi-
nation therapies. In the immediate term, clinical research on 
drug combinations would benefit from better predicting the 
efficacy expected in new clinical trials by simulating the likely 
benefits conferred by independent action (53, 79). In the 
longer term, the focus of preclinical and translational cancer 
pharmacology needs to include understanding, measuring, 
and predicting variability in drug response and in develop-
ing better response biomarkers, including pharmacodynamic 
biomarkers (96, 97).

The Benefits Conferred by New Drug Combinations 
Are Largely Predictable

One of the great advantages of independent drug action 
is that it provides a simple methodology for predicting the 
likely benefits of a drug combination based on knowledge 
of responses to monotherapy in similar patient populations. 
Critically, accurate prediction does not require making any 
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Figure 6.  Possible strategies for combining multiple cancer drugs. Patient heterogeneity in drug response presents a fundamental challenge in design-
ing combination cancer therapies. A, Existing, imprecise strategies for use of multiple drugs include first-line combination therapies for all patients and 
sequential therapy. B, Precision-based approaches can use pretreatment predictive biomarkers to select one or more agents likely to be active in a given 
patient (patients labeled 1a, 1b, and 1c), or use on-treatment pharmacodynamic biomarkers (patient 2) to identify which agents are active or inactive in 
a patient to stop use of an inactive agent and increase dose of an active agent (particularly if combination therapy required dose reduction). Here, treat-
ment “arrows” are to compare strategies and are not intended to evaluate response duration.
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assumptions about targets or mechanisms of action. Criteria 
for combinations likely to provide substantial benefit via 
independent action include drugs with high single-agent 
activity and uncorrelated responses (correlation is lowest 
when mechanisms of action differ). As discussed below, this 
does not mean that drugs can be combined at random. One 
substantial limitation with respect to the design of new 
combinations is that we cannot currently predict treatment-
related adverse events from drugs individually or in com-
bination; we do not view this as a limitation of the model 
of independent action per se, but as a reflection of generally 
poor understanding of drug toxicity. With further empiri-
cal data, adverse effects could be scored for independence, 
additivity, synergy, or antagonism, and their relationships to 
therapeutic effects could be ascertained. This may be particu-
larly important in the case of immune-related adverse events 
(irAE), which appear to be closely related in mechanism to the 
therapeutic effects of ICIs (98).

Sequential Therapy May Be as Good as a 
Combination in Some Cancers

Intensive combination therapy is vital to most treatments 
with curative intent, and coadministration is necessary for 
drug synergy to manifest (Fig. 6). However, among noncura-
tive combination therapies exhibiting independent action, 
drugs need not be given at the same time to benefit patients. 
This implies that combinations in current clinical practice 
could be modified to involve sequential monotherapy, as cur-
rently practiced for metastatic breast cancer, where patients 
switch to a different chemotherapy when the first one fails 
(60). This approach has the potential to reduce drug toxicities 
while delivering equivalent duration of tumor control (and 
possibly better control if dose escalation of the monotherapy 
is possible; ref. 59). Of course, sequential therapy is possible 
only when a disease does not progress so rapidly that it is 
necessary to maximize the probability of response up front. 
Sequential therapy requires that patients are healthy enough 
to switch therapy upon progression. First-line combination 
therapy will also remain optimal for cancer types, or specific 
patients, where there is a sizable risk that patients will be 
unable to receive a second line of therapy, for example, in 
many cases of advanced non–small cell lung cancer (99).

Prioritize Rather Than Penalize Single-Agent 
Efficacy in a Preclinical Setting

One of the practical problems in identifying drug combi-
nations involving synergy by either Loewe Additivity or Bliss 
Independence criteria in preclinical studies is that the great-
est deviation from additivity occurs over a relatively narrow 
range of drug doses typically centered on the midpoint (IC50) 
of a sigmoidal dose–response curve. At these concentrations, 
target coverage is incomplete, and responses are suboptimal 
by definition. In contrast, the goal with many oncology drugs, 
particularly biologics, is to achieve a dose that results in sub-
stantially more than 50% of target engagement (100). Screens 
for synergistic drug combinations therefore penalize highly 
active drugs and the dose ranges at which target coverage 
is optimal. Furthermore, drug combinations with meager 
activity can score as “synergistic” if the constituent drugs are 
inactive alone (12) and therefore much less likely to be useful 

clinically (71). In contrast, efficacy via independent action (as 
well as the additivity required for successful curative therapy) 
benefits from maximal tolerable dosing and high single-agent 
activities—the hallmarks of most clinically useful combina-
tions. Matching preclinical to clinical drug concentration 
ranges has also been shown to facilitate accurate prediction 
of combination drug efficacy from in vitro data (101). Preclini-
cal studies should therefore shift to studying drugs at dose 
ranges that provide target coverage similar to that achieved 
in patients (we note that these might not be the same drug 
concentrations in vivo and in vitro due to pharmacokinetic 
effects). Under these conditions, additivity should be consid-
ered a very promising finding and could be sufficient for the 
design of curative therapies; for example, clinical and experi-
mental data show that rituximab is additive with the CHOP 
regimen for DLBCL  (54).

Deprioritize Screening for Synergy and Emphasize 
Screening to Avoid Cross-Resistance

Data from curative drug combinations suggest that pre-
clinical studies in cell lines should also shift away from 
searching for synergy to screening for single-agent activity, 
drug additivity, and identification of drugs having nonover-
lapping resistance mechanisms. As mentioned above, phar-
macologic interaction is scored near drug IC50 values, but 
the primary obstacle to cure in most settings is thought to 
be acquired drug resistance caused by outgrowth of rare 
resistant cells. Systematic analysis of cross-resistance is chal-
lenging using conventional cell culture techniques, but clone 
tracing and genome-wide CRISPR screening make it feasible 
to empirically measure cross-resistance for any combination 
therapy. We propose that screening for drug cross-resistance 
be performed alongside screens for collateral drug sensi-
tivities (102). Resistance screens are best performed one drug 
at a time, with cross-resistance identified in a subsequent 
computational comparison, making it possible to build sys-
tematic resources relevant to many therapeutic approaches 
(54, 103).

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS AND 
LIMITATIONS IN THE ANALYSIS OF 
COMBINATION THERAPY

Given the long history of the drug independence model 
(45), we have been surprised by resistance to the idea that 
it likely explains the benefits conferred by many approved 
combination therapies. We believe that this resistance arises 
from several misunderstandings. Most importantly, in saying 
that a particular drug combination does not involve synergy 
(or pharmacologic interaction more generally) we are not say-
ing that the combination is not clinically superior to mono-
therapy. Independent action can explain practice-changing 
improvements in patient outcomes without the need to 
invoke any specific (and possibly poorly understood) molecu-
lar mechanism. In contrast, concluding that drugs interact 
synergistically is a statement about a specific mechanism of 
action; it is not a measure of the quality or importance of a 
combination therapy. As noted above, primary articles that 
report clinical trial results rarely make specific claims about 
drug interactions. These claims typically arise in reviews and 
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preclinical studies. By equating clinical benefit with synergis-
tic drug interaction, these claims make it difficult to deter-
mine how outcomes might best be improved in the clinic and 
where preclinical studies are likely to be most informative.

Another common misconception is that the model of 
independent action implies that any two (or more) drugs can 
be combined to improve outcomes. This is not true. Instead, 
benefit by independent action occurs only when both drugs 
are individually sufficiently active and their responses weakly 
correlated. In an analysis of all possible drug pairs in PDX 
data from Gao and colleagues (73), fewer than 5% of combi-
nations were predicted to improve PFS when compared with 
the best observed monotherapy for that tumor type (74). 
This low rate of success is consistent with evidence that drug 
combinations superior to standard monotherapies are chal-
lenging to identify and develop clinically.

The model of independent drug action, like that of Loewe 
Additivity or Bliss Independence, represents a null model 
against which evidence of additivity or synergy is scored. If 
the null model cannot be rejected by an appropriate statisti-
cal test, then it is considered the most likely explanation. By 
analogy, if we cannot reject the null model that survival is no 
greater in the presence of therapy than a placebo, as evaluated 
by Cox proportional hazards regression, we conclude that a 
therapy provides no benefit (104). However, this is not the 
same as saying that drugs in a combination cannot interact. 
On the contrary, there is ample evidence from preclinical 
models and clinical samples that cells exposed to multiple 
therapies adopt states distinct from monotherapy-treated 
cells (29, 105). An additive or synergistic response to therapy 
might also be attributable to different tumor cell subpopula-
tions responding to different drugs in a combination (106). 
However, if survival distributions are consistent with inde-
pendent action, then any pharmacologic interactions that do 
occur must not measurably extend response duration across 
a patient cohort.

The simplest way to reconcile preclinical and clinical data 
on drug interactions is to note that variability of response 
in patients is so large that it is statistically unlikely that a 
patient will experience a similar magnitude of response to 
two agents, and one agent therefore has the dominant effect 
(Figs. 5 and 6). Large-scale preclinical experiments (107, 108) 
have shown that synergy at the level of cytostasis or cytotox-
icity is relatively uncommon when drugs are combined and 
tested across panels of cell lines, and in many cases, additivity 
is not observed either (101). Moreover, computational meth-
ods attempting to predict synergy in cancer cells have found 
that the magnitude of drug interaction varies across cell line 
identity (17). Finally, it is not true that most approved com-
bination therapies have been demonstrated to exhibit better-
than-additive efficacy in cell lines or animal models using 
Bliss or Loewe criteria (109).

MOVING BEYOND INDEPENDENT DRUG 
ACTION: REPLACING BET-HEDGING  
WITH PRECISION

Patient heterogeneity in drug response is a fundamen-
tal challenge in oncology that has often been addressed 
with concurrent or sequential use of multiple therapies to 

maximize chance of response (bet-hedging; Fig. 6A). Because 
only a small minority of solid tumors (10%–15% in PDX 
studies or in sequential human trials) actually respond to 
both drugs, it is uncommon for favorable pharmacologic 
interaction by drug combinations to have a significant 
impact. Were it routinely achievable, positive pharmacologic 
interaction between drugs in a combination (additivity or 
synergy) by definition provides a magnitude of benefit that 
exceeds independent action. How might this be achieved? 
The key is likely to be greater precision in the use of drugs 
individually and in combination (Fig. 6B). However, combi-
nation therapies generally cannot be used in a personalized 
manner, because for many individual therapies, biomarkers 
are presently not available to identify responsive patients. 
To generate such biomarkers, we need to measure and then 
understand determinants of drug response at the level of 
individual patients, including the possibility that differ-
ences in response involve patient-to-patient variability in 
pharmacokinetics and optimal dosing, which are not areas 
of current emphasis in publicly funded translational cancer 
research. At a molecular level, the development of sensitive 
methods for transcriptional profiling (110, 111) and multi-
plexed imaging (112–114) of biopsies, along with increasing 
acceptance of sequential biopsies as a means to monitor 
patients, may provide an opportunity to develop sensitive 
new pharmacodynamic assays. Patients could potentially 
be started on a combination followed by use of a biopsy to 
see if their tumor is responding at a molecular level to both 
drugs; if not, then the inactive drug might be withdrawn (in 
advance of radiologic evidence of tumor progression) and a 
new combination tried, or the active agent dose escalated. In 
the intermediate term, drug responses might be measured 
in patient-derived primary tumor cells using BH3 profil-
ing (115), microfluidic technologies (116), or image-based 
assays (117), or assessed in situ using implantable drug-
delivery microdevices (118). Some of these approaches are 
already being used to guide therapy in programs such as the 
SMMART trial initiative at Oregon Health and Science Uni-
versity (Portland, OR; ref. 119).

Improving rates of response outside of academic medical 
centers, where multiple biopsies are unlikely to be feasi-
ble, will ultimately require diagnostics predictive of drug 
response (or lack of resistance) based on genetic, histo-
logic, and transcriptional features of tumors pretreatment 
(95, 120–124). The I-PREDICT trial recently demonstrated 
proof of concept for personalized combination therapies in 
advanced metastatic cancers using pretreatment genomic 
and histologic profiling (125), and such approaches should 
improve with advances in biomarker discovery. In cases in 
which an evaluation is possible (e.g., BRAF-mutant mela-
nomas), existing biomarkers significantly improve average 
response, as expected, but they do not appear to reduce vari-
ability in response as measured by the coefficient of variation 
in PFS distributions (74). This is most easily understood as 
reflecting the presence of multiple additional and unknown 
drug response determinants. Identifying these unknown 
determinants must become a priority for preclinical and 
translational research, even in the case of successful thera-
pies. Conversely, it will also be important to understand why 
a small minority of univariate biomarkers are so effective at 
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predicting some drug responses, for example, NTRK fusions 
and sensitivity to entrectinib and larotrectinib in multiple 
cancer types (126).

PRIORITIZING HETEROGENEITY IN THE 
PRECLINICAL SETTING

Molecular oncology has been well served by a focus in 
preclinical studies on outliers in response that reveal the 
presence of genes and mutations conferring high drug sensi-
tivity or strong acquired resistance (127, 128). However, the 
resulting emphasis on drug-sensitive cell lines and murine 
models is the likely cause of consistent overestimation of 
drug efficacy (whether of individual agents or combinations) 
in the preclinical setting as compared with observed benefit in 
human trials. We do not yet fully understand the molecular 
origins of diversity in drug response even in panels of cancer 
lines carrying a known driving oncogene, such as BRAFV600E 
in cutaneous melanoma or EGFRL858R in non–small cell lung 
cancer; therefore, it is not surprising that we do not under-
stand the phenomenon in human patients. The problem 
becomes more acute as the models get more complex; PDX 
panels such as those used by Gao and colleagues (73) show 
promise, but in-depth molecular analysis is required as a com-
plement to what is most commonly a phenomenologic study 
of tumor volume. In the case of preclinical study of immuno-
therapies, genetically engineered mice and syngeneic models 
have been valuable, but the current focus on a relatively small 
number of responsive models should be complemented by a 
mechanistic study of variability in response in a set of models 
having different drug sensitivities. Relatively simple experi-
ments have the potential to be informative in the context of 
a panel of heterogenous preclinical models. We might then 
ask: if a panel of cell lines or tumor explants (129) is exposed 
to a drug over a concentration range, is target coverage similar 
in all cases (as measured using a pharmacodynamic assay)? If 
the target is equally covered (e.g., inhibited) in multiple lines, 
are the phenotypic consequences the same (130, 131)? Drug–
response studies using large panels of cell lines and PDX 
explants have become increasingly common (70, 129, 132, 
133), and what is now needed is a molecular understanding 
of observed differences in response. Bringing the full power 
of preclinical cancer biology to bear on these questions, first 
in cell lines and then in PDX studies, would almost certainly 
yield information useful in the more challenging problem 
of understanding variability in drug response in patients. 
In humans, variability in drug pharmacokinetics also needs 
more investigation.

MAKING THE DATA FROM CLINICAL  
TRIALS ACCESSIBLE TO PROMOTE 
MECHANISTIC STUDIES

The analysis of clinical trial data reviewed here, and any 
assessment of pharmacologic mechanism in clinical trials, 
would greatly benefit from access to the individual par-
ticipant data (IPD) used to create the Kaplan–Meier curves 
and compute survival functions. Analysis of IPD is widely 
regarded as the gold standard for formal meta-analysis (134, 
135), and the International Committee of Medical Journal 

Editors (ICMJE) in fact required a data-sharing statement 
from papers reporting clinical trials effective July 1, 2018; as 
of April 2020, only two of 487 relevant articles in the Journal 
of the American Medical Association, the Lancet, and the New 
England Journal of Medicine had actually made IPD publicly 
accessible (136). Figures showing Kaplan–Meier estimators 
are universally part of oncology clinical trial reports, and 
the absence of numerical data has little to do with patient 
privacy or intellectual property and more with the con-
tinuing view of computational biologists as data parasites 
(137). As a result, much of the analysis described above 
comes from papers in which image processing was used to 
extract data from published figures (52, 74). One positive 
development is the depiction of individual patients’ tumor 
responses in “waterfall” and “swimmer” plots in phase I 
and II trials (138). Such data are rarely reported in phase III 
trials, but their publication could provide rich insights into 
interpatient heterogeneity. It may nonetheless be neces-
sary to amend the requirements for data deposition on  
ClinicalTrials.gov (per U.S. Public Law 110-85: Food and 
Drug Administration Amendments Act of 2007, Title VIII, 
Section 801) so that trial reporting includes IPD and not 
just summary statistics. Journals should also enforce the 
ICMJE standards that already exist.

CONCLUSION
The (re)realization that many approved and effective 

combination therapies perform in a manner consistent 
with independent drug action and therefore represent a 
necessary and beneficial form of bet-hedging, in the face of 
continued ignorance about many of the determinants of 
drug response and resistance, should be viewed as a posi-
tive development. Not only does it provide a realistic way 
to design and predict the probable benefit conferred by new 
drug combinations, it suggests that a renewed focus on pre-
cision medicine will yield very substantial benefits because 
it will unlock the potential for pharmacologic interaction. 
In the immediate future, assays that reduce the number 
of ineffective therapies received by each patient could also 
reduce toxicity and cost without compromising effective 
tumor control. Moreover, data from combinations used in 
liquid tumors suggest that additivity among active agents 
(not necessarily synergy) will be sufficient to elicit the degree 
of curative control over solid cancers currently possible in 
some hematologic malignancies.
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